The key to optimum yield when cutting
leather hides

Utilize all the advantages that the scan conveyorEXPERT can offer you for
your leather cutting requirements
The scan conveyorEXPERT…
◆ offers you complete control of all hides received into your stock
◆ optimizes yield of the hides
◆ combines quality control and registration of hides
◆ reduces claims
◆ offers simple and ergonomically correct operation
◆ transfers data between your many sites, no matter their locations
◆ guarantees the standard of CE norms

Become more profitable for your leather
cutting yields with the scan conveyorEXPERT
Control your receipt of hides
completely
The scan conveyorEXPERT is suitable for any
company regardless of size.
The scan conveyorEXPERT gives you the tool to
control automatically every hide regarding size,
blemishes and quality zones.This guarantees a
perfect overview and documentation of your stock
and enables you an instant check with the record
of your supplier.

Optimize your leather yield
Minimizing waste starts with the exact recording
of the leather hides. You will be able to have an
instant overview of the total skin. The scan
conveyorEXPERT identifies automatically the size
of the hide as well as the blemishes / faults. It
enables you to digitize the quality zones exactly
as far as shape and size are concerned.

conveyed via a loudspeaker in the respective
language of the country that the system is
operating in. This guarantees a quick result. The
displays are easy to understand and structured
in a simplistic manner.

Your quality controls must start with
the data capture

Make your leather data available
across your global enterprise

The exact and documented qualifying allows you
flexible, and in stages defined parameter for
suitable and unsuitable areas of the hide. This
requires the following steps and leads to a
reduction of claims.

Use scan conveyorEXPERT where you need it,
and transfer your data for use at the next site in
your process. Expert links your production sites
and customer locations, wherever they may be
located around the world.

Work in an ergonomically correct and
operator-friendly environment.

Protect the environment

The hide will be transported automatically in
stages as laid down by the user. A simple digitizing
method for the results of the qualifying is

The scan conveyorEXPERT functions without the
need for plastic film. This is environmentally
friendly and saves time as well as costs.
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